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 I. Introduction 
    Not a few predecessors  have tried, with admirable results, to trace where 
 JO-ri system was put into practice, and  clarified that its distribution grows 
sparse more and more in proportion to the distance from Kinki Districts where 
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the  Yarnato Dynasty enjoyed its power most, until at last it becomes most 
sparse in the frontier districts. But it is noteworthy that some reports on 
the new discovery of the ancient  land planning were made public, even if the 
areas were much  smaller than those in the central  parts n. Moreover, it has 
lately been reported that Izumo Province (Shimane Prefecture) experienced the 
 planningn.  The author is, therefore, afraid that there is much left untouched 
yet, to decide the limit of  Jyti-ri  area. 
    Late Prof. Takehiko Watanuki once raised a question, writing "What does 
this  mean?"3) when he noticed the trellis-like strucrture in the vicinity of 
Yoshioka Town in the map of  "Yoshioka Sheet". And the author suspects 
this doubt of his to be accepted as a proof without any further  evidences4). 
In the present paper, he tries to find out whether the planning was actually 
done in this area or not, according to the suggestion. 
    The author's profound thanks are due to Prof. Yoshiro Tomita, Prof.
Shizuo Sogabe, and Assist. Prof. 
Kenichi Tanabe for their valuable 
counsels, and to Mr. and Mrs. 
Yoshida for their incessant en-
couragement. 
    II. Historical Investigation 
    It is in the  Shoku-Nihongi5) 
that the name of Kurokawa-Gun 
appeared for the first time in 
Japanese history. It says that 
in the 14th year of  Tenpyd 
(742), red snow  fell and  -jay 2 
inches deep in the eleven Guns 
north of Kurokawa-Gun and the 
district was not to be regarded 
as  peaceful, for the  Yamato 
colonists lived intermingled with 
the  Yezo (Ancestors of the 
present Ainu) there. These 
historical facts convince the 
author that this district was one 
of the  fartlieA  frontier  di :Arias
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                jyo ri System in  the Vicinity of Yoshioka Town 
where a political, military unstability prevailed in those days. Then, why 
should  jyiki-system, a sign of the power of the  Yamato Dynasty, be  able to 
be put into practice in such a place? The author can not but ask whether 
the operation of the System was possible or not. But, before clearing up 
this problem, let him investigate the process of the gradual permeation of the 
Yamato Dynasty's influence into  TOhoku Region which was then one of the 
farthest frontier. 
    In the period before Taika (645), the sphere of the Yamato Dynasty's 
influence had already been established and consolidated in the districts of 
 Tiihoku beyond the Shirakawa and Kikuta fortresses, and was enlarged 
along the drainage area of the Abukuma River, extending up northward directly 
after the foundation of "Ritsuryo  Government"6). According to the  Shoku-
Nihongi, Natori-Gun was newly established in the 6th year of Wado (713), 
the Shikama, Tamatsukuri, Ni-i-ta fortresses constructed in the 9 th year 
of Tenpyo (737). And it is in the same year that the road communicating 
over the Spine mountains to Dewa  (now Akita Pref.) was completed by 
Azumahito Ono, the then commander in chief of the Mutsu military station, 
this being an epochmaking work done in the history of the colonization. 
    In the 3rd year of Shingo-Keiun (769) such frontier fortresses as Monou 
and Kurihara were completed against the Ainu. Thus, the most northerly 
military points were advanced steadily, with its most northerly front consoli-
dated fast on the present boundary between Miyagi Pref. and Iwate Pref. It 
is also clear that the goverment forced to colonize along with the advance of 
the military bases. That is, one thousand rich farmers were first colonized 
to the frontier from six provinces in  KantO Districts, such as Sagami, Kazusa, 
Hitachi, Musashi and Shimotsuke in the 8th year of  Wado; 2 ndiy, the 
peasants from the pacified parts of Mutsu and other provinces in the 2nd 
year of Shingo-Keiun (762); 3rdly, two thousand  five hundred of the homeless 
labourers to Kurihara, the most northern point; and lastly, the peasants 
of the several provinces of Mutsu to the districts north of Kurokawa-Gun in 
the 7th yeay of  fliireki (776). 
    In this way, the people of Yamato Culture gradually developed its north 
fringe far to the boundary of Miyagi Pref., alternating subjugation with colo-
nization. 
    In the  ,meantime, the Taga Castle had been constructed at Ichikawa in 
Miyagi-Gun in a certain year of Shinku  (742-748)7). In the 1st year of Shinku 
(742), the Ainu living in  Monou and Ojika rose in  revolt against the Govern-
      •^•••^^•
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 These facts show us that the centre of the Ritsu-Ry3 Government's power 
moved northward to Ichikawa and its vicinity in  Shinki-Tenpya period 
(724-748). 
    As the process of the colonization of Northeastern Japan in ancient times 
show us, the  Ritsu-Ry  3 Government had finished consolidating the military 
system of managing the frontier, with the Taga Castle as its strong backward 
military base, advancing its front garrisonning points on or near the boundary 
of the present Miyagi Pref., and colonizing the people of Yamato Culture 
between. As the front line, which was threatened at any time by the attack 
of the Ainu, moved gradually northward, it can be easily guessed that Ichikawa 
and its neighbourhood including Sendai "which had been pacified and 
 civilized") grew stabilized more and more, and this stabilization made it 
possible to enlarge the plan of the Taga Castle, the backward strategic base, to 
advance the colonization department from Takekuma (now, Iwanuma or a 
locality somewhere near about) and consequently, to build northward the 
 Kokubunji Temple. Once the military and administrative centre of the 
North Frontier was sited at this place, the power of the Yamato Dynasty was 
sure to radiate and permeate from here around. If so, there is no room to 
doubt Kurokawa-Gun was in the sphere of its influence, for this district 
adjoined  Ichikawa where the Department stood. The description mentioned 
at the beginning of this chapter shows the districts were unstable , but the 
author would like to think this description means the frontier in a high state 
of tension just before Tamura-maro Sakano-ue was about to start for the 
frontier in order to suppress the rebellion of the Ainu led by Mushima-ro , a 
cultured Yezo in the 11 th year of  Hai (780). Even if the districts were 
actually special sections, Kurokawa-Gun may be supposed not to be unstable 
before the Ainu revolted (720-780). 
    According to  Wamyo-Sha (the first Japanese dictionary published in the 
Heian Era),  Kurokawa-Gun consisted of three  GOs, Shirokawa, Nitta, and 
Umaya. It is  Umaya-G6 (an ancient administrative unit) that  TOgo Yoshida 
investigated by historical evidences and he concluded that it had covered the 
present Shimokusa, Osaki and  Seki.') Branching off the coastal high way at 
Ichikawa, the inland road went through the present Ozurusawa and Toya 
Settlements in Tsurusa-mura, over the flood plain of the Yoshida River, and 
then passed  Umaya  GLI to  Shikama-Gun , combining such  sAtlements as  Shimo-
kusa,  Shitoda,  and Maino,  respectively, which is regarded as an ancient stage 
and possessed 5 stage horses.
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    Near Shitoda Settlement  is the Yuki Shrine which was inferred as the 
family tomb of the  Yukis, the Governor of Kurokawa-Gun. 
    The road is sure to have played an  important  roll here in Kurokawa-Gun 
as any road does in the frontier. Is it without  rea.3an to imagine a close relation 
between this ancient road and the growth of the settlements and the reclama-
tion of the lowland along it ? 
    In the end of this chapter, the author must draw the landscape in the 
ancient times, based on the earthen  wares excavated in this district. Those of 
 J6mon Style have been found on the northern fringe of Yoshioka River terrace 
where Yoshioka Town is situated, on the terrace west of the town, and in the 
hilly zone to the west, while those of Haji Style and Sue Style can be excavated 
only in the flood plain and lower section. Fig. 3 shows the localities where 
the earthen wares of these two styles were found, and almost all of them are 
those of Sue Style except the one excavated near Shibasaki Settlement. Above 
all, what attracts the author most is the relics found at the place about four 
hundred metres up from the junction of the Yoshida river with the Zen river. 
    The relics were dug out in a heap by the flood caused by the  Ione Ty-
phoon which attacked  TO'hoku Districts in 1948. There was quite a vast 
number of them, 30 percent being those of Haji Style. It is natural that they 
were so many in number that the site of an ancient settlement should be 
presumed here, although it may be dangerous to conclude so, for the condition 
under which they were dug out was very  bad.w) 
    The earthen wares of Haji Style and Sue Style suggest that the inhabit-
ants engaged in  agrIculture lived in this part then, but, as is shown above, the 
distribution is restricted along the present Riku-u-kaido — this may suggest 
the ancient public road — and concentrated on the northern margin of  Umaya-
G6. The fact conviences the author that the tract was already reclaimed into 
paddy fields. Moreover it is noteworthy that quite a number of  the relics 
of Haji style were found only along the fringe of  Umaya-Gli, for those of 
Haji Style are accepted to be antecedent to those of Sue Style by archeolo-
gists and consequently  the  • period of the reclamation of the neighbouring 
area is thought to retrace to the Nara Period when Jya-ri System was 
planned and put into practice by the Ritsu-Ry3 Government. 
    From various historical angles, the author has considered the area and 
finished reproducing  Umaya-GO in the Kurokawa-Gun as it really was, and 
made it clear that it was  located nearest to  the branch of the  Ritsu-Ry5 
Government,  that it includes  in it the first stage along the inland public road to
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the northern most front, and that archeology certifies agricultural occupance in 
ancient days.  If this district was in such a condition in those days, it may 
not be without reason, the author supposes, that the area became the object 
of the land planning, for  Jyti-ri System was traced near Kinoshita of Sendai 
where the Kokubunji Temple stood. 
                   III. Geographical investigation 
    In this chapter, the  author wants to try a geographical study on the 
problem of the conversion of this area into paddy-fields in those days. In the 
first place, the location of the settlements on the flood plain of the Yoshida 
River can be characterized by the consideration against the frequent floods. 
The 20 metre contour line drawn in the topographical map (1/50,000 Yoshioka 
Sheet) east of Yoshioka Town divides this area into two sections which are 
quite different from each other in landscape. In the upper reaches of this 
river, the settlements advance into the surface of the flood plain, while in the 
lower reaches they are located on the river terraces or along the fringe of the 
hills,  — Maino Settlement which is located on the natural  levee, for example 
(see Fig. 4). This means that the upper reaches are recognized to be free 
from the floods and on the contrary, the lower reaches have frequently been 
attacked by them. Next, let the author reproduce the natural landscape of 
the lower reaches. The eastern side of the 12.5 metre contour line passing 
Aikawa Settlement and going westward through the Jy3-ri area to Odaira Settle-
ment in  Tsuruau-mw-a, — the striking characteristics of the  landscape of this 
area can be defined as the dikes along the river. Based on the charac-
teristics, he can easily imagine a vast stretch of swamp where the Yoshida 
River was flowing down, making its braided courses. Then, it is clear 
that this part did not allow human occupance. Even at present, people there, 
are suffering from drinking water, and moreover, lots of rushes lie buried 
10-15 centimetres under the paddy-fields, which can be supposed to be an 
evidence suggesting the above mentioned  landscape in ancient times. 
    As for the upper-reach section, it seems not to  have been suffered from 
the frequent floods on the contrary, but has a weak  point in getting irrigation 
water which is a fatal element to rice-cultivation.  Especially, a stretch of rice 
fields between Maino Settlement and the  Riku-u-kaido (high way)  — the 
western area of the 15 metre contour  line  — must belong to another irrigation 
system, even though this part adjoins the  Jy3-ri area. And even now, the 
farmers of  this  area have had much  difficulty  in drawing in irrigation water, 
and oflen  losesthe best time  foi•  planting  ovcing  to the  shortage of  water.
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 Fig. 1
 Jyo-ri System in the Vicinity of Yoshioka Town 61
That is, the utilization of this part as paddy fields is sure to be impossible 
until the Mediaeval Era. The same conclusion can perhaps be drawn about 
the part along the Zen River west of Yoshioka Town, where the 15 metre 
contour  line goes up westward along the river as if it were a tongue, making 
a narrow hollow, which even the  downfall of rain as much as  40-53 mm 
makes it a rule to fill with its flooded water and about the arable land 
along the Takebayashi River, west of Ni-no-seki, whose irrigation water is 
forced to be drawn from a reservoir over the hills behind. 
    At last the author must research into the area in which  JYO-ri System 
was put into practice. This area is a one which is, at present, suffering from 
the floods of  these three rivers, but the time when it is left covered with 
flooded water, is very short. This is due to the back current of the rivers 
caused by the difficulty in controlling the increased water which is prevented of 
by the high embankment and the reclamation of Shinai-numa (Shinai  Lake), 
completed after the hard work done several times since the Genroku Period. 
If a vast stretch of swamp can be supposed in the lower reaches of the 
Yoshida he mentioned above, the frequent overflood does not  seem to have 
occurred in this area. Morever, this part is favoured by irrigation water at 
present as well as ancient times, for the paddy fields belonging to  Ichi-no-seki, 
Ni-no-seki and San-no-seki are irrigated from the  dam constructed quite near 
Ichi-no -seki Settlement; those of Maino and Shitoda Settlements from a point 
near Takada Settlement west of Maino; those of Shimokusa and  Osaki Settle-
ments by the sluice at the  vest end of the latter settlement. Thus those fields 
need not ask their source of irrigation water for the distant places. The river 
Takebayashi has produced its terraces along it and provides the higher and dry 
flat places in the low wet flood plain, while the hills provide refreshing springs 
along their feet. 
    Above all, there is a spring near the Yuki Shrine about which an old 
book of topography said "At the foot of the hill is a pond which has never 
been dried up however long drought may continue". How favourable this spring 
was for people to settle in ancient days. 
    As shown above, the  Jyo-ri area is recognized to be the most favourable 
to be cultivated of all the parts in ancient times  — especially, in the respect 
of irrigation water, it is supposed to have easily reversed into paddy fields. 
 IV. Restoration 
    The substantial clues to find and define a boundary of a  jyd-ri area are 
the maps, drawn in former times, village maps and historical records. But, as
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           Fig. 5 Land-register map (Village Map) of  Ni-no-scki (1886) 
almost all of them had gone  long before and unobtainable, the author could 
not  help referring to the oldest village map that the district has over possessed. 
It consists of two kinds; the one on the scale of one-six hundredth and the 
other of one-six thousandth, these two being drawn in 1886. As Prof. Wata-
nuki noticed, the trellis-like structures can be observed in the  mao of "Yoshi-
oka Sheet" on the scale of one-fifty thousandth, published by the "Land Survey 
Institute" (surveyed in 1901 and revised in 1928), and the areas are as follows; 
    The southern part of Yoshioka Town;  Aikawa. and  Shirno-Hiwada  Settle-
ments in  Ochiai-mura; Miyabayashi Settlement in Oya-mura; Shimokusa, and 
Osaki Settlements in Tsurusu-mura;  and the above mentioned  Umaya-GO in 
ancient times. But so far as he can traco in the village maps, there is no 
area which retains  Jy5-ri System  except that of  Umaya-G6. It can be easily
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understood that the other structures  have  nothing to do  with Jyo-ri System. 
That of Yoshioka Town suggests the retained roads constructed according to 
the town planning of Yoshioka (in Genna) and the others are the ones which 
mean the boundary lines resulted from the recent adjustment of rice fields. 
    In the  Jyo-ri area, what was  Once put into practice is to be traced easily. 
Although the remained form is a little distorted in Nino-seki range, (see 
Fig. 5), it is observed so clearly both in Maino, Ichi-no-seki (see Fig. 6), 
and  Shitoda ranges (see Fig. 7 A) that there is no room for denying the fact. 
As is shown Fig. 1, this area is topographically very narrow in width, so that 
it can be guessed that it did not  'permit one complete  "Ri". 
    The names of "Tsubo" which is thought to be retained until now are 
as follows; 
Maino Range in Ochiai-mura. 
     Ichi-no-Tsubo (the  Ist Tsubo) Naka-Tsubo (the  middle Tsubo) 
      Oka-e-Higashi  Oka-e11  )-Nishi Minami-oka-e 
 Naka-e-  Higashi  Nak  a  -e-Nishi 
      Minami Naka-e-Nishi Minami-Naka-e-Higashi 
Shitoda Range in Tomiya-mura. 
 Naka-no-chii" (Tsubo)  Toki-no-cha
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Fig. 6 Land-register Map of  rchi-no-seki  ;1886)
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 Ni-no-Seki Range in  Tomiya-mura. 
      Naka-Tsubo 
 Naka-no-cha 
    The names of  "Ri"13) are as follows;
Maino Range 
      Niwata-ri 
Shitoda Range 
      Iso-ri 
    Though the names of 
Tsubo can be found in abun-
dance, they are almost named 
after direction, and Ichi-no-
Tsubo at the west end of 
Maino Settlement is the 
only one which was added 
" number" at the head of 
"Tsubo" . Of course, the 
author fails to restore the 
 Jya-ri plan based on this 
Tsubo name only, for even 
the name showing the first 
Tsubo does not always point 
where it  really was. He 
can only restore the border 
lines drawn from north to 
south (see Fig. 1). In Ichi-
no-seki, Ni-no-seki, San-no-
seki, Shimokusa and Osaki 
Ranges, the N-S Axis of the 
plan coincides with the North 
and South of the compass, 
while in Maino  and Shitoda 
Ranges, it tilts 18  degrees  we 
    This is  probably because 
whose deposits are  compound' 
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              Fig. 7 A : Land-register Map of Shitoda compass,                     B : Land division in a Tsubo 
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    As  Fig. B shows, the pattern of the division in a  "Tsubo" is quite 
distorted and the author can find no sheet of the village maps which makes 
him decide whether it belongs to a long stripe pattern or a short stripe one . 
But the figure suggests the traces of the regular division of a  "Tsubo" in any 
way. 
                            V.  Conclusion 
    At Prof.  Watanuki's suggestion, the author has found a  Jyti-ri area in 
the vicinity of Yoshioka Town.  It is the junction area of the three rivers, R. 
Yoshida, R. Zen, and R. Takebayashi, including in it the ancient  Umayo-GO, 
which, at present, belongs to Ochiai-mura Tsurusu-mura, and Tomiya-mura. 
    However remote a frontier  district Kurokawa-Gun might be in the Nara 
Period, the traces can be clearly revealed by the historical records and 
archaeology.  Moreover, geographically examined, the area is proved to have 
been more favourable for its  irrigation. water than any other parts in the Gun. 
It is such  conditions that made it possible for the ancient government to put 
the System into practice. But it is a matter of regret that there still remain 
some problems on the time of its operation and complete restoration. The 
author can not approach them without getting other materials in future. 
    At any rate, the northern limit of the Jy3-ri area can be said to advance 
farther northward to the drainage of the River  Yoshida from Kinoshita in the 
 vicinity. of Sendai. 
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